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Abstrat. We treat two important issues in heap garbage olletion

for WAM-based Prolog systems. First we desribe a new method for

preserving the order of heap segments in a opying garbage olletor.

Seond, we deal with methods for (multi-)generational garbage olle-

tion; in partiular we show the importane of preise maintenane of

generation lines and propose di�erent and novel ways for its implement-

ation. All the methods are experimentally evaluated.

1 Introdution

High-level languages like Prolog rely heavily on heap garbage olletion and a

lot of work has already been done in this area: the DEC-10 Prolog system (mid

seventies) had a garbage olletor and the earliest published desription of the

algorithms used in an implementation is probably [2℄. An exellent aount of

issues in Prolog heap garbage olletion an be found in [3℄. As a result, several

Prolog systems do have a heap garbage olletor and it might appear that the

issue is solved ompletely and in a satisfatory way. However, this is not the

ase: to start with, traditional heap garbage olletors are of the sliding type as

desribed in [2, 12℄. Still, there is evidene that the harateristis of a opying

olletor suit Prolog better: indeed, it has been observed that fragmentation in

the heap is usually very high, whih makes opying a better hoie than sliding

beause of its intrinsi properties. On the other hand, the �rst proposed opying

olletor ([4℄) was not segment order preserving and making a opying olletor

also preserve the order of segments is not easy. A heap segment is a part of the

heap delimited by the heap pointers in two onseutive hoie points. Preserving

the order of segments is desirable, as this permits instant relamation of a heap

segment on baktraking. [7℄ presents an algorithm for preserving the segment

order in a opying olletor: the method relies on a traversal of the staks from

old to young. Finally, although [2℄ desribes generational garbage olletion|

atually a two-generational shema|some basi problems of this shema are

not disussed and moreover, lifting the shema to multi-generational garbage

olletion has to the best of our knowledge not been attempted nor experimented

with. In priniple, the method of [7℄ does not ombine well with generations



beause of rejuvenation of heap data; see [13℄. So it is worthwhile ontinuing

researh and development in the area of opying olletors that preserve the

order of heap segments and that allow (multi-)generational olletion.

We begin by proposing a new algorithm for preserving the segment order

in a opying olletor in Setion 2. The harateristis of this algorithm are

desribed and variants are disussed. An evaluation of the algorithm is presented,

by omparing it to a previously existing opying garbage olletor in the ontext

of ilProlog. We show with an arti�ial benhmark the advantage of preserving

segment order over not doing so.

At �rst sight, the issues of preserving the segment order and generational

garbage olletion seem unrelated. However, for optimal generational olletion,

it is essential that generation order is preserved. In priniple, generation order

an be preserved without preserving segment order. A sliding algorithm keeps

the order of heap ells, and a fortiori of segments and generations. In a opying

ontext, preserving generation order poses the same problem as preserving the

segment order. In fat, our new method for preserving segment order resulted

from researh in multi-generational opying olletors; see [13℄.

Setion 3 reviews the basi two-generational shema of [2℄. The problems with

this approah are disussed, the need for more preise generations is shown and

di�erent ways to maintain generations more preisely are developed. This setion

is largely independent of whih segment order preserving method is used and thus

also useful in the ontext of sliding olletors whih are still more ommonly

used in Prolog systems. Small hanges to the underlying abstrat mahine are

desribed. This setion also ontains an evaluation of all the tehniques and a

separate aount of the ost of the hanges to the WAM. Setion 4 onludes.

2 A new segment order preserving opying olletor

In general, a opying olletor does not preserve the order of useful data. This

is partly due to the fat that the root set is not ordered aording to the heap

pointers they ontain and thus heap ells are forwarded in an a priori unknown

order. Also, opying happens typially breadth-�rst (based on [6℄) or depth-�rst

with a reursive opying algorithm; neither of these algorithms retain the order

of ells. This implies that a opying olletor might both improve or deteriorate

the loality of referene of the mutator. On the other hand, opying has the very

attrative property of being linear in the size of the data to be opied, or stated in

the garbage olletion ontext: linear in the live data. A sliding olletor (based

on [12℄ for instane) is instead linear in the size of the heap. So it follows that

for a heap with a low oupany, a opying olletor performs better.

Usually, opying olletors do not have a marking phase either: by alloating

a to-spae that is as large as the from-spae, there is the guarantee that there

will be enough spae to ontain the opy, even in the worst ase that there is no

garbage. This is based on the fat that the size of a opied term is usually not

larger than the original.

However, in the ontext of the WAM term representation, this is not true. A

very simple example onsists of the following goal: Y = f(X), for whih in the



WAM, the term Y oupies 2 ells in the heap; the self-referene X is the seond

one. The root set ontains the variables X and Y. Assume X is opied �rst, and only

later Y; then the total opy will ontain 3 heap ells. [4℄ proposes a solution for

this problem: start the olletion with a traditional marking phase and during the

opy phase forward ontiguous bloks of marked heap ells together. In this way,

the undesirable situation of the opy being larger than the original is avoided.
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Sine marking is needed, we might as well exploit it to our advantage. The

method in [7℄ proposes to ount the number of marked ells during the marking

phase and use this number to redue the memory needs: the to-spae used for

opying needs only be as large as to ontain the surviving ells and atually

alloated only on demand. Also, the to-spae is immediately opied bak to

the original from-spae and released after the opying phase. This results in

a memory usage that is in pratie muh smaller than the fator two usually

asribed to opying olletors.

2.1 Preserving the segment order by ounting during marking

We make further use of the marking phase by ounting the number of marked

ells in eah segment. To this end, before marking, we onstrut a list of segment

ounters, one for eah segment, that are initialized to zero and a segment list of

the heap addresses that delimit the heap segments: these addresses an be found

in the hoie points. Any time a heap ell is marked, a lookup in the segment

list takes plae in order to determine whih segment ounter needs inrementing.

Thus, at the end of the marking phase, we know exatly how many surviving

ells eah segment ontains. We an therefore alloate for eah segment exatly

the amount of spae needed and during the opy phase opy eah surviving ell

to its orresponding to-spae, possibly at the ost of another lookup. At the end,

all to-segments are opied bak to the original heap in the orret order.

We use a Cheney-like algorithm for opying; see [6℄. This algorithm originally

uses the two pointers, named san and next, whih both point into the to-

spae. After the root set is forwarded, the opying ontinues until san has

aught up with next. The algorithm is easily adapted to opy segments to their

orresponding to-spae: eah segment has now its own san and next pointer.

They are both initialized to the start of their to-spae. After the root set has

been forwarded, the san pointer of eah segment is made to ath up with its

orresponding next pointer, at whih point the opy is omplete.

Compared to traditional mark&opy, the overhead of preserving the segment

order in the above method omes from looking up whih segment a ell belongs

to. The lookup funtion an beome a bottlenek if there are many segments. By

organizing the segment list as an ordered list, the ost is O(log(n)) where n is the

number of segments. However, note that the lookup funtion is alled one for

eah live ell during marking, but during opying, it is not alled for every live

ell: as explained in [4℄, ontiguous bloks of marked ells are forwarded together,

so the algorithm needs to all the lookup funtion only one for eah ontiguous
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No experimental evaluation of the extent to whih this is a problem in pratie exists.



blok of marked ells during the opying. We have experimentally on�rmed that

one an observe this in pratie. On our benhmark set, the number of lookups

during opying is typially below 7% of the number of lookups during marking;

being less than 1% quite often (in browse, dnamath, tsp, and muta) and 19%

only one (in serial).

Preserving the order of segments allows instant relamation of heap upon

baktraking. Losing this ability an in priniple lead to a onsiderably larger

number of alls to the garbage olletor. Indeed, while the segment order pre-

serving olletor might allow enough instant relaiming to avoid a future heap

overow, the non-preserving olletor bloks garbage in an older segment and a

later heap overow an be provoked. The following Prolog program shows this:

go :- mklist(650000,L1), p(L1).

p( ) :- mklist(320000, ), mklist(80000,L2), use(L2), fail.

p( ) :- mklist(340000,L3), use(L3), fail.

use( ).

mklist(N,L) :-

( N =:= 0 -> L = [℄ ; M is N - 1, L = [N|R℄, mklist(M,R) ).

Starting ilProlog with an initial heap size of 2M, triggers opying garbage olle-

tion twie when segment order is not preserved (m& g) and only one when

it is (sop g). The time spent on garbage olletion in both ases is presented

in Table 1. For omparison, we also give �gures for SICStus 3.8.6 and Yap 4.3.0,

just to show that our olletors are generally speaking of similar quality. Both

SICStus and Yap are based on a sliding algorithm and started with initial heap

suh that they perform only one garbage olletion during this small program.

m& g sop g SICStus Yap

total g time 370 260 250 390

heap reovered 142147 2140138

Table 1. E�et of reovery on baktraking on garbage olletion time.

However note that the e�et of loss of instant relaiming is ountered partly

by garbage olletion: garbage trapped in a segment by not preserving the seg-

ment order during garbage olletion, will be freed in the next (major) olletion.

In a opying olletor, this omes virtually for free, as garbage is not looked at.

2.2 An optimization: Collapsing segments

If there are many segments when garbage olletion ours, it might not be

worthwhile to preserve all of them: when some small segments are ollapsed

into one, the loss of instant relaiming is expeted to be small as well. Sine by

ollapsing segments the size of the segment list dereases, the lookup beomes

faster. Collapsing segments an be implemented in several ways, but it is most

easily visualized by merging two onseutive entries in the segment list when

their ombined size is less than a ertain threshold. Our implementation allows

to speify this threshold at runtime or to opt for the default ollapsing strategy

whih puts the threshold at the (initial) heap size divided by 64.



In [13℄ we desribe another method for ollapsing segments and in [15℄ eval-

uate its usefulness experimentally; more information an be found there.

2.3 Experimental evaluation

With the experimental evaluation of this setion we aim at measuring the bene-

�ts and drawbaks of preserving the segment order and with that of Setion 3.6

of di�erent shemes for generational garbage olletion. In this paper, we seek

neither to ompare our olletors with those of other Prolog systems, nor om-

pare olletion algorithms (e.g. sliding versus opying). The system hosen to

implement our new garbage olletion shemes is ilProlog, a Prolog system that

is heavily used for mahine learning appliations; see e.g. [5℄. ilProlog is WAM-

based; see [16, 1℄. Its main deviation from the WAM is that free variables are

always put on the heap; see for instane [8℄. Another deviation, like in many

other Prolog systems, is to have separate staks for the environments and the

hoie points. So we expet that our experimental results will also hold in other

WAM-based systems. The advantage in doing all the experiments in the same

system is that for sure the results annot be a�eted by abstrat mahine di�er-

enes, like for example term representation.

Prior to this researh, ilProlog had a opying olletor �ala [4℄ whih is not

segment order preserving; we refer to it as m& g. All other olletors we

implemented are based onm& g, in that they use basially the same marking

and opying algorithm. The ilProlog ompiler generates live variable maps, so

the olletor has preise information about whih environment slots are live. No

extra initialization of environment variables (as in SICStus for instane) is done

nor needed. In fat, one of our starting priniples was that we would not hange

the underlying Prolog engine to ater for garbage olletion. In Setion 3.4 we

will deviate, albeit only slightly, from this priniple.

Also, in this paper we will refrain from investigating garbage olletion poliy

issues, and we will therefore a priori �x a (reasonable) poliy: In all experiments,

the ilProlog system was started with its default heap size (whih is 256K ells,

K = 1024) and with the size of the other staks set high enough so that they do

not need expansion. In several benhmarks the heap needs expanding: the heap

size at the end of the run, together with the number of heap expansions, is indi-

ated in the tables just below the name of the benhmark. The heap expansion

poliy doubles the heap size whenever more than 70% of the heap onsists of live

data after garbage olletion. The poliy must of ourse also take into aount

the amount of heap spae that the aller requests to be free after the olle-

tion: this is relevant for built-in prediates like findall/3.

4

Expansion based on

the requested amount of heap spae only ours in the muta benhmark. The

m& g olletor ollapses all segments, i.e., after a olletion, there is only

one non-empty segment. All other olletors are approximately segment order

preserving, in that they ollapse by default segments smaller than 4K ells with

enough neighbouring segments so as to make the ollapsed segments just larger

than the threshold, but the order of the (ollapsed) segments is preserved.

4

The size of the answer list is known before the opying bak to the heap starts.



what benhmark m& g sop g benhmark m& g sop g

total marked boyer 72155851 72155851 browse 1380517 1380517

heap reovered 8190K/5 7180443 11259478 510K/1 14605833 14885921

heap olleted 67955085 67955085 968767 968767

num olletions 68 68 5 5

total mark time 4470 5990 70 90

total g time 13630 16780 270 330

total run time 29880 33070 9070 9160

total marked dnamath 4302012 4302012 serial 18209426 18209424

heap reovered 254K/0 196609 198429 16382K/6 20272313 21720525

heap olleted 26915147 26915147 32104202 32104205

num olletions 120 120 9 9

total mark time 230 330 1650 1830

total g time 710 770 3850 4310

total run time 6140 6290 21730 22210

total marked tsp 26909982 26909982 muta 217118144 217120159

heap reovered 254K/0 236075 259553 8190K/4 325879486 325879485

heap olleted 271212807 271212807 817187753 817187404

num olletions 1146 1146 267 267

total mark time 1210 1800 14760 21490

total g time 2690 3890 46840 56340

total run time 65600 66810 665060 672100

Table 2. Segment order preserving vs. non-segment preserving olletion.

The experimental evaluation was performed on a Pentium III 866MHz with

256Mb RAM. All memory sizes are given in number of ells: eah ell is 4 bytes

in this ase. Timings are given in milliseonds and inlude time needed to gather

and print some statistis for produing the tables, but their impat is negligible.

The small benhmarks are taken from [10℄. The muta benhmark is muh

larger than the others and performs a typial run of an indutive learning tool

written in ilProlog: without garbage olletion, this appliation would not be

able to run (this an also be seen by the number of olleted garbage ells). The

program uses abstrat mahine extensions that eÆiently support query paks

(see [5℄, also for more detail on this appliation) and thus does not run without

hanges in standard Prolog systems.

The �rst new olletor we evaluate is referred to as sop g and implements

the segment order preserving shema as desribed above. Table 2 shows data

about m& g and sop g, in partiular for eah benhmark, we show: the

total number of heap ells marked during the benhmark run, the number of

heap ells relaimed instantly on baktraking, the number of olleted heap

ells, the number of olletions, the total marking and garbage olletion time,

and the total runtime of the benhmark. The heap size at the end of the run is

also shown: it indiates the extent to whih heap expansion was needed.

From the �gures in Table 2 we observe the following:

{ The number of olletions is the same in m& g and sop g: the potential

inrease in the number of garbage olletions in m& g seems not to our

in this benhmark set.



{ The number of olleted ells is most often the same; when it is di�erent,

the di�erene is small. Sine garbage olletions do not need to our at

the same moment during the exeution of the program, suh di�erenes are

diÆult to predit or reason about. The total number of marked ells shows

the same behaviour.

{ The amount of heap reovered by instant relaiming varies widely from 40%

to 1% and is always larger for sop g in the small benhmarks; surprisingly,

in the large benhmark, it is slightly smaller for sop g. This suggests that in

larger appliations, the loss of instant relaiming is not important; the e�et

that major garbage olletion itself ounters the loss of instant relaiming is

perhaps also the reason.

{ The mark time in m& g is always smaller than in sop g: this is aused

by the overhead of the segment lookup and the ounting per segment.

{ The total garbage olletion time in m& g is always smaller than in

sop g and the di�erene shows that this is not only due to the lookup ost.

Indeed, we have measured for boyer for instane that the lookup funtion

is alled about 27 times as often during the marking phase than during

opying, while the marking phase is responsible for only half of the speed

loss of sop g ompared to m& g. The extra overhead is in the set up

of the segment lists at eah garbage olletion and the maintenane of and

swithing between the san and next pointers for the di�erent to-spaes.

Additionally, we note that inm& g, there is potentially more trailing, beause

segments are e�etively made as old as the oldest one. However, we have hardly

notied this in the benhmark set used here; see also [15℄.

We an onlude that our segment order preserving method shows a varying,

but non-negligible overhead over a plain mark&opy garbage olletor. Prelim-

inary attempts to speed up the lookup funtion further by applying heuristis

show already good results, but given the philosophy of the method, ounting

per segment, we annot hope for zero overhead. Still, the prie is worth paying

beause preserving the segment order is the basis for a good generational shema

that will be the subjet of Setion 3.

2.4 Comparison with other methods

As far as we know, there is only one other garbage olletion method for the

WAM heap that preserves the segment order during major olletions: it was

implemented in the BinProlog system [7℄. The method starts by marking in

the usual way from new to old. Then the opying phase visits segments in the

root set from older to younger: in this way heap segments are opied also from

old to new. The algorithm delays opying reursively a heap ell that points

to a newer segment, until the moment it is enountered on the trail: it will

neessarily appear there beause of the trailing mehanism of the WAM. It is

possible that the algorithm opies a heap ell that is not reahable from an

older segment, but reahable from a newer segment, to a newer segment than it

belonged to originally. This makes the method of [7℄ only approximately segment



order preserving, but this phenomenon alled rejuvenation of data is onsidered

good: at no extra ost, some data is made available for instant relaiming sooner

than normally. In the ontext of generational garbage olletion however, the

same algorithm might also move data from an older to a newer generation and

thereby make the data subjet to more frequent olletions, whih is exatly

what generational garbage olletion tries to avoid. Espeially in view of the

fat that this rejuvenating behavior of [7℄ annot be avoided without a high

ost, it is not ompletely lear whether it is an asset in the generational ontext.

Our segment order preserving olletor on the other hand, does not move

data from one segment to another: in fat, the traversal from older to newer

segments is essential for rejuvenation. Also our method depends ruially on

knowledge of the amount of live data in eah segment (or generation) before

the atual opying starts. Aquiring this information in a rejuvenating olletor

would require an extra ounting pass between the marking and the opying

phase, and thus impose overhead.

3 Generational garbage olletion

Generational garbage olletion [11℄ exploits the dynami property exhibited

by many programs that most objets die young while a small perentage lives

muh longer. The heap is divided into a number of areas, alled generations,

with eah area ontaining objets of a partiular range of ages. The generations

are olleted independently with the younger generations being olleted more

often. The frequent young generation (or minor) olletions relaim the spae of

the many short-lived objets without inurring the exeution ost of olleting

the entire heap whih ontains all the long-lived data (whih is likely to be still

useful). In addition, as reported in the literature, minor garbage olletions have

a muh smaller working set and result in less paging. Objets whih survive long

enough are promoted (or advaned) to an older generation, thus avoiding the

ost of repeatedly resuing them during minor olletions.

In order for generational garbage olletion shemes to properly work, it

should be possible to �nd all referenes from objets in old generations (those

areas that are not olleted) to objets in the olleted ones without visiting

the old generations. This an be ahieved by the introdution of a write-barrier

whih reords the reation of inter-generational pointers on an exeption list

so that these pointers an be used as part of the root set during eah minor

olletion. In imperative or funtional programming languages, this results in

a non-negligible additional runtime ost for supporting generational savengers.

See for instane [9℄ for more details about generational garbage olletion.

3.1 Generational garbage olletion in Prolog

The most ommonly used virtual mahine for Prolog exeution, the WAM,

already aters for these onepts in the form of onditional trailing and there

is no extra ost assoiated with generational garbage olletion provided that

generations onsist of a set of heap segments (as delimited by the hoie points).



This makes generational garbage olletion well-suited for WAM-based Prolog

and this property has been exploited in the form of segmented garbage olletion

(i.e., where eah generation oinides with a heap segment) in the mark&slide

olletor of SICStus Prolog [2℄ whih is two-generational.

Despite being well-suited for the WAM, besides segmented olletion, only

simple variants of generational opying olletion have been studied before: Tou-

ati and Hama [14℄ use a opying olletor when the new generation onsists of

the topmost heap segment (i.e., when no hoie point is present in the new gen-

eration), while Bevemyr and Lindgren use a two-generational sheme with an

immediate promotion poliy whih performs well on a set of three small benh-

marks [4℄. The experiene from another two-generational sheme [10℄, having the

additional onstraint that the olleted region �ts in the ahe, is similar.

The introdution of a two-generational garbage olletion sheme to an ex-

isting Prolog olletor is attrative and, espeially in the ontext of a sliding

olletor, at �rst sight seems easy: one just has to be able to distinguish between

the old and new generation. It has been noted already in [2℄ and later in [4℄ that

the most reent hoie point at the moment of garbage olletion an be used

as a barrier between generations. In suh a sheme, the trail naturally ats as

an exeption list and the barrier is in fat a write-barrier. This is the sheme

implemented in SICStus and we will heneforth refer to this sheme of delimiting

generations as last p.

3.2 A problem of this sheme: Determinism

Note that in a segment preserving olletor, the last p sheme is impreise

in remembering generations: after a olletion, the heap possibly ontains data

on the top segment that will be subjet to olletion again in the next minor

olletion. The problem is potentially severe in the ase where a heap-alloating

deterministi omputation follows after garbage olletion: in this ase no hoie

point is reated and data in the new generation is repeatedly olleted.

This an be very simply illustrated with a program that alls the garbage

olletor expliitly, as in:

go(N) :- mklist(N,L), b(L), use(L).

b([ |R℄) :- garbage ollet, b(R).

mklist(N,L) :-

( N =:= 0 -> L = [℄

; L = [f(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10)|R℄, M is N - 1, mklist(M,R) ).

All olletions are now major olletions, and the total running time (inluding

garbage olletion time of ourse) of queries ?- go(N) is O(N

2

), while without

garbage olletion, the exeution of this program would be O(N).

The above arti�ial example learly shows the ineÆieny of last p . It also

shows that without a modi�ation, last p annot perform what we onsider

proper generational olletion: data is repeatedly olleted and never promoted

to the old generation.

A simple-minded approah to avoid this phenomenon is to set the H pointer

of the most reent hoie point and the HB register to point to the top of heap



after eah minor garbage olletion, and perform a similar ation for the envir-

onment stak. The orretness of doing so is based on the fat that any hoie

point an be used as a generation delimiter: in the WAM it is orret to have a

topmost sequene of hoie points protet the loal stak and heap after garbage

olletion. This solution results in inreased trailing, but that is aeptable as

it is a neessity in any generational sheme. However, it also over-approximates

segments (the topmost segments are ollapsed) and onsequently, when non-

determinism enters the piture, some opportunity for instant relaiming is lost.

A better way to deal with this ineÆieny of last p is inspired by the following

observation: the above example would run in linear time even with last p if

the de�nition of b/1 were slightly adapted to:

b([ |R℄) :- ( garbage ollet ; fail ), b(R).

That is, remembering the last hoie point at the moment of olletion, gives

preise information about the orresponding generation line. The next setion

exploits this idea further.

3.3 An initial solution: Naive pushing of generational hoie points

If one is interested in preserving instant relaiming, another sheme that avoids

multiple minor olletions of the same generation is to always push a generation

delimiter hoie point after eah garbage olletion. For the urrent purpose,

the alternative �eld (the failure ontinuation) of the generational hoie point

an be set to a speial instrution that on baktraking just removes the hoie

point and fails, but whih is distinguishable from any other possible alternative.

Beause of this property, one an easily avoid pushing more than one suh hoie

point immediately after eah other at the ost of ollapsing olleted generations;

this is not an issue in a two-generational garbage olletor. From the hoie point

hain at the moment of the next olletion, it is now easy to reognize the hoie

point(s) whih delimit onseutive generations. We will refer to this sheme of

delimiting generations as push p .

We note that this solution to the determinism problem of generational garbage

olletion is folklore and used to be implemented in ECLiPSe but was later

swithed o� beause it seemed to ause problems.

5

It has reently been adopted

in SICStus Prolog (introdued in version 3.8.5). To the best of our knowledge,

the push p tehnique has nowhere been desribed nor systematially invest-

igated. Our aim was to �ll this gap and in doing so, we indeed identi�ed some

problems. We begin by desribing them below; their solutions then follow.

In a straightforward implementation, the push p sheme of delimiting gen-

erations potentially has the following problems: A generational hoie point

bloks the environment that is urrent at the moment of garbage olletion|

even if this environment belongs to an otherwise deterministi lause that would

be dealloated by last-all optimization|and keeps variables in this lause alive.

We have observed that in suh a naive implementation, these e�ets an result

in a muh larger loal stak and an also worsen marking time as environments

5
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will be repeatedly traversed during the marking phase; see [15℄ for an example. A

solution that avoids this problem is presented in Setion 3.5. A seond problem

is that when garbage olletions our frequently (e.g. in a long-running ap-

pliation), a long hain of generational hoie points might be reated. Besides

inreased hoie point stak onsumption, it is ruial that these hoie points do

not result in additional omplexity problems. The issue is also disussed further

in Setion 3.5. The last problem is related to generational hoie points disap-

pearing due to baktraking or the Prolog ut; this introdues impreiseness in

remembering olleted generations and subtly undermines the push p sheme.

3.4 Preise shemes of maintaining generation lines

In order to have all information about whih segments have been olleted and

how often, we maintain a generation line list. In pratie this means that we keep

a list of the ontents of the pushed generational hoie points together with their

survival rate. At the end of a garbage olletion yle the topmost hoie point

is added to this list. Based on this list, we an make a deision on whih part of

the heap to ollet at the next garbage olletion. This generation line list is also

maintained on a major olletion even though we do not yet exploit it for multi-

generational garbage olletion. As mentioned previously, baktraking (through

exeution of a trust instrution or one of its variants) an remove a generational

hoie point from the hoie point stak. Instead of forgetting ompletely the

generation delimited by this hoie point, at the moment of exeuting the trust,

we replae the orresponding information in the generation line list, by the hoie

point that now beomes the topmost. This means that trust must hek whether

the baktraked over hoie point is indeed at the tail of the generation line list

and if so:

{ replae the generation line list tail by the new topmost hoie point inform-

ation, or

{ if now the two most reent remembered generation lines are the same, pop

one.

As mentioned, the exeution of a Prolog ut (!/0) an also remove a gen-

erational hoie point from the hoie point stak. We onsequently deided to

make the ut operation hek the generation line list and adapt it appropriately.

Note that both hanges to the implementation of the WAM|the hange

of the trust instrution and of ut|put an overhead on the abstrat mahine

whih is at most linear in the number of reated hoie points and exeuted

uts, thereby not hanging the omplexity of any exeution.

Two more methods for maintaining preise generation lines seem also at-

trative; both must be ombined with pushing a generational hoie point:

1. De�ne hoie points with an extra �eld, named e.g. g info, where we an

store the information on whether the segment just younger than the hoie

point, has been olleted and how often. At garbage olletion time, one then

just sans the hoie point stak to �nd whih is the most reent generation

delimiter. This sanning imposes only a onstant overhead to the olletion.



2. Keep in eah heap segment 1 or 2 words for similar information; these two

words should be the last two of a segment and an be installed easily only for

olleted segments. This method is easy in a opying olletor; it is slightly

more omplex in a sliding ontext.

Both methods are quite simple, but the �rst inreases the size of hoie points.

The seond one is attrative beause only at garbage olletion time is there a

prie to pay|exept for the small spae overhead in eah olleted heap segment.

We have implemented the methods that hange the implementation of trust

and ut. The garbage olletor using this sheme is referred to as preise p .

Its implementation (as well as those of all other generational shemes) takes into

aount the issues desribed in the next setion.

3.5 Re�nements: Careful handling of generational hoie points

Pushing generational hoie points an introdue signi�ant overheads when

repeated olletions make a hain of generational hoie points, whih delimit

very small segments. The problem with suh behaviour is that the hoie point

stak an grow very large and at eah garbage olletion it gets traversed three

times (during marking, reversing hoie point pointers, opying). Several things

an be done to redue or solve this problem. A �rst point to note is that there is

little use in pushing a generational hoie point, if the segment that it will reate

is smaller than a minimum segment size. In the next garbage olletion yle,

suh a segment would be ollapsed with another segment anyway. A seond point

is that there is no use for a hain of generational hoie points (pushed by the

garbage olletor), on the ondition that the segments they delimit have already

reahed tenuring age. One ould then deide to update an existing generational

hoie point after olletion, instead of pushing a new one. Updating is done by

replaing the heap pointer in the hoie point. This prevents the building up

of a hain of generational hoie points. A more omplex solution ould allow a

maximum number of hained pushed generational hoie points. Currently, all

our olletors that push a generational hoie point, do this unonditionally, but

as mentioned before, too small segments are ollapsed.

In Setion 3.3 we mentioned problems with a naive implementation of pushing

generational hoie points w.r.t. marking from the environment stak. However,

one an observe that a generational hoie point has no forward ontinuation.

This means that the E (and CP) �eld in a generational hoie point will never be

used during exeution, so it seems orret to also ignore the generational hoie

points during garbage olletion. During the marking phase this �ts in quite eas-

ily and during the opying phase, it is also possible. However, the environments

remain bloked, thereby enlarging the memory footprint of the program. How-

ever, sine a generational hoie point does not need to protet environments, it

is suÆient to let it protet the same environments as the previous hoie point.

This is ahieved by putting in the generational hoie point as top-of-loal-stak

(tops) pointer the same tops as in the previous hoie point. In this way, the

hek for last-all optimization in the dealloate instrution, whih looks at the



tops in the urrent hoie point, will not fail unneessarily. This solution does

not introdue any extra problems and in ilProlog is implemented in all olletors

that push generational hoie points (i.e., both in push p and in preise p).

However, note that in a traditional WAM with a ombined environment and

hoie point stak, this solution will not work: environments are not only logi-

ally but also physially bloked by the generational hoie point.

3.6 Experimental evaluation

The experimental setting is as in Setion 2.3 with the following additions: All

generational olletors have been implemented to be multi-generational; i.e.,

they preserve generation information even after a major olletion. However, the

poliy employed is �xed: data whih has survived two olletions is promoted to

the part of the heap that is not olleted during minor olletions. This poliy

avoids tenuring ells that are too young at the point of a minor olletion and

were not yet given a proper hane to die. Thus, the olletors e�etively operate

in a three-generational mode. The expansion poliy after a major olletion is

unhanged (i.e., as in the non-generational olletors). If a minor olletion has

reovered enough heap spae for exeution to ontinue, expansion does not our.

However, if the live data in the olleted heap after a minor olletion is more

than 70%, the next olletion will be a major one. This is done so as to avoid

the ase where a minor olletion whih does not reover enough heap spae is

immediately (i.e., in the same all to the olletor) followed by a major olletion;

a sheme that visits data in the new generation twie. An alternative to foring

a major olletion in the next yle is to take advantage of the information

about multiple generations and make an (informed) deision on the part of heap

to ollet at runtime. However, this is a poliy issue, and not what we seek to

investigate here.

Table 3 ontains the obtained results. The measured items are as in Table 2

with the exeption that heap relaimed instantly is not shown as it is not inter-

esting here, the number of olletions is shown in the form Major+Minor, and

we also present the maximum size of the hoie point stak beause extra hoie

points are pushed in some of the olletors. From the �gures we observe that:

{ The last p sheme indeed su�ers from the problems mentioned in Se-

tion 3.2; only for boyer does last p mark muh less ells than sop g and

is onsequently signi�antly faster. This is partly explained by programs be-

ing mostly deterministi, but the lesson learned is that the use of an extra

generational hoie point is almost a neessity so as to get the behaviour

expeted by a generational garbage olletor.

{ Despite having the bigger number of olletions, the push p and pre-

ise p shemes have the smaller mark and total garbage olletion times

and often the di�erene with those of last p is signi�ant (f. tsp and

espeially dnamath where the di�erene of marked ells is striking). Ob-

serve that this is the same set of benhmarks where these shemes result in

inreased hoie point onsumption.



generational olletors

benhmark sop g last p push p preise p

boyer total marked 72155851 39053376 39053376 29020524

8190K/5 heap olleted 67955085 65710207 65710207 65710207

max p 235 235 235 235

num olletions 68+0 15+57 15+57 7+65

total mark time 5990 3310 3300 2570

total g time 16780 9300 9060 7080

total run time 33070 25540 25410 23880

browse total marked 1380517 1380496 854528 854528

510K/1 heap olleted 968767 968767 955002 955002

max p 86 86 96 96

num olletions 5+0 2+3 2+3 2+3

total mark time 90 110 70 80

total g time 330 350 200 210

total run time 9160 9140 8990 9270

dnamath total marked 4302012 4301186 278518 278518

254K/0 heap olleted 26915147 26915147 26965789 26965789

max p 68 68 1082 1082

num olletions 120+0 2+118 2+144 2+144

total mark time 330 310 10 30

total g time 770 780 70 80

total run time 6290 6270 5590 5690

serial total marked 18209424 29955995 29338655 29338655

16382K/6 heap olleted 32104205 36600502 31395072 31395072

max p 68 68 138 138

num olletions 9+0 7+7 7+7 7+7

total mark time 1830 2750 2740 2720

total g time 4310 6900 6970 6770

total run time 22210 24630 25290 25890

tsp total marked 26909982 26901974 635085 635085

254K/0 heap olleted 271212807 271212807 271249819 271249819

max p 68 68 9544 9544

num olletions 1146+0 2+1144 2+1352 2+1352

total mark time 1800 1880 440 400

total g time 3890 3980 580 580

total run time 66810 66990 63720 63470

muta total marked 217120159 220557488 215405117 215103780

8190K/4 heap olleted 817187404 823263687 823263644 823185989

max p 7495 7495 7495 7495

num olletions 267+0 22+250 22+250 7+265

total mark time 21490 21850 21390 21190

total g time 56340 58220 56780 56530

total run time 672100 675640 674980 668680

Table 3. Comparison of di�erent generational opying garbage olletors.



{ Disregarding inreased hoie point onsumption, preise p is the over-

all winner. Compared with push p , it manages to lower the number of

major olletions and the time needed for them (f. boyer and muta). Al-

though the �gures do not show a uniform improvement of preise p over

push p , we de�nitely prefer preise p beause it has better properties

and an improved implementation of the same idea|perhaps using the altern-

ative shemes suggested in Setion 3.4|will probably beat push p onsist-

ently. Maintaining generational information preisely pays o�.

{ One benhmark, serial, reats di�erently to the series of garbage olletors

than the other benhmarks: sop g is faster than the generational shemes.

The reason is twofold: First of all, serial is deterministi,

6

but this determin-

ay is obtained through uts in the split/4 prediate. Seondly, these uts

ut away almost all generational hoie points as well as the last hoie point

that ould have been used by last p . This means that the generational

shemes annot lower the number of major olletions. Indeed alternating

minor and major olletions take plae that do not reover enough garbage;

note the number of olletions, expansions, and the �nal heap size. Sine we

have already put some overhead in the ut operation, a possible improve-

ment here might be to make ut preserve any pushed generational hoie

points. This needs further investigation.

{ muta does not bene�t signi�antly from the generational shemes. The

reason is that muta has very small old generations, namely in the order

of 1% of the total heap or even less, meaning that most e�ort put in main-

taining generations and in performing a generational olletion is wasted.

4 Conlusion

We presented a new algorithm for preserving the order of heap segments in

a opying garbage olletor. Within the same ontext, we showed how a ol-

letor an be made generational and how pushing generational hoie points

and maintaining preise generational information is neessary for proper gener-

ational olletion and leads to good performane. Most of these tehniques are

new and even the rare one (push p) whih is folklore has not, to the best of our

knowledge, been investigated systematially. It is lear that alternative shemes

are possible: For example, by devoting a new �eld in every hoie point just for

garbage olletion, we an assoiate with eah segment its survival ount and in

this way maintain preise generation information even more easily, at the ost

of inreased hoie point stak usage and a slightly more ostly hoie point

reation. Whihever method is hosen, it does not seem reasonable to expet

that it inurs no overhead during the exeution of the mutator if one wants op-

timal performane. Also a formal model of generational garbage olletion in the

presene of baktraking seems needed, in order to provide a basis for adaptive

garbage olletion poliies. We intend to investigate these issues.

6

serial is a version of the quik sort transforming a list into a binary searh tree.
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